
Lightroom

is a digital image organizer and processor 
that makes non destructive edits 

that can be used in conjunction with Photoshop and Premiere Pro 
It has features camera raw editor 

!
it is different from Bridge which is for organization only 

 (although it connects to the same camera raw editor as Photoshop) 





navigate to folder on hard drive  OR  SD Card and choose what to import

OR 



If you want to keep in the location on your hard drive, choose ADD to your catalog

If you are copying to your hard drive from an SD Card, choose copy as DNG!
this will make your raw files Universal rather than proprietary and will copy them to the location you 

choose.  Then you can delete the files on the card.  (It won’t change jpgs)

building smart previews will allow you to 
work offline when your hard drive is not 

connected to your computer. This is only if 
you are using an external drive.



you can select photos in library first, then 
check include selected photos!

or you can drag photos to the collection 
after you create it.!



you can select photos in library

sort by capture time, etc, !
flag as reject or accept rate them by stars, 

Flag with a color,!
rotate them, move through them or play as slideshow!



In the library module, you have some 
quick develop options.!

but I would do these in the develop 
module.!

This is a good place to add metadata!
and keywords if you desire.!



use the eyedropper on a neutral tone!
to adjust white balance. If you shot 
with a gray card, this is the perfect 

place to click!!

some basic development tools!

histogram shows levels of value 
in each color. You can drag 

around values with the mouse, 
but not the best place to do that. !!

Below is information about 
settings the image was shot at!

these settings are like the camera 
raw settings. You can adjust here. 
Auto is almost always too strong.!

you can always go back 
in history even if you 
close Lightroom and 

reenter.!



You can compare before and after 
by clicking on this icon.!

You can compare before and after 
by clicking on this icon.!



this is what the sync settings look like!
in the develop module. !!

if Auto Sync is ON (up switch) then chosen 
images will auto sync!!

if not you can click on sync when desired.!

You can make a second image have 
settings like the first if you select 

and !
say Sync Settings!

you can then choose what settings 
to sync in this dialog box.!



crop tool gives corners to trim image.!
you can also adjust the angle!
and constrain the aspect ratio.!



THIS PICTURE IS NOT WHAT YOU 
SHOULD DO….ITS JUST SO YOU 

CAN SEE THE EFFECT.!!
clone and healing brush!

is easy to use.!
select size, opacity and feather, then!
simply click on blemish with “heal”!

and lightroom will automatically 
choose an area to blend it with. If 

you don’t like it, drag outer circle to 
another area. (thats what I did here) 

red eye correction tool… 



circular filter!!

graduated filter!



You can click on an area of the 
image and it will put a point on the 

tone curve for that value. !!
You can then drag up/down or slide 

the sliders. !!
You can also add points to the curve 

by clicking with the mouse.!!!

!
You can target the HSL of one part 

of an image and change it!



LENS CORRECTIONS!!
Profile will read the lens  you used 

and help correct. !!
Color helps remove color fringing. 
Zoom in close to a high contrast 

area to see. You can select area with 
eyedropper and slide to adjust.!!

Manual changes perspective 
distortions. !!!!

DETAIL!!
Sharpening RAW images is 

necessary. The camera raw filter 
defaults to 25 for the amount…try 

that first. !!
Look close for noise in luminance 
and color and reduce if needed.!!!!!

SPLIT TONING!!
allows you to change the hue and 

saturation of highlights and 
shadows separately.!



Or you can export the image to edit later or other uses:!!
Select desired images to export in Library Module!!
go to File/ Export!

Important Choices!!
Export Location!
File Settings (can come into photoshop as DNG and when !
you change it and save it will become PSD)!
Image size (option to resize at this point for web, PP, etc)!
Sharpen In Lightroom or in Photoshop !
Post Processing: ! !!!



When you are ready, you can export the image or edit it further in Photoshop :!!
First, to edit in photoshop go to Photo/ Edit In/ choose PhotoshopCC2014!
then select edit a copy with lightroom adjustments (or other)!!!






